
Future Shock by Alvin Toffler examines change and what happens to people -how 
they do and don’t adapt.  Published in 1970, it is a trenchant commentary for the 
changes in our age of technology. Link <here> It’s central thesis is that massive 
changes result in stress and disorientation, especially when these changes take 
place in a short period of time. Toffler accurately predicted the rise of the 
information economy, the decline of manufacturing and the ubiquity of technology 
in everyday life. And while Toffler didn’t predict Covid-19, his observations on the 
effect that dramatic change can have on society -paralyzing shock- are presciently 
accurate.

I remember the book on my parents bookshelf, dusty, thumbed through 
and well-read by the time I hit high school and thought I’d give it a go. 
Comments were made on the borders of pages, sentences underlined 
and paragraphs circled indicating particular importance. I prided myself 
in getting through it, and considered it as much an accomplishment as 
having polished off Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance, or 
Marshall McLuhan’s Understanding Media. The latter also speaks to the 
transformative role that technology plays in the socio-economic and 
political fabric of human existence. Technology reverses everything is one 
of McLuhan’s maxims, and is as demonstratively true today as when it first 
appeared in print.

Yet, despite eerily accurate predictions about the future -let’s include Ray 
Kurzweil here too for his call of the Singularity -click <here> for more- 
futurism has fallen out of focus and precisely because events like 
Covid-19 cannot be fully factored into the equation of anyone’s 
predictions. I’ve included the cover of the Economist’s The World In 2020, 

precisely to make this point.  None of what’s called for in the issue (released in December of 2019) is even remotely close to 
what has happened because of the Black Swan event we know as the Coronavirus. The information is useless, because events 
have changed the paradigm of this year and, likely, years to come.

So what will a post-Covid world look like? Well, we can’t know with any degree 
of accuracy, as to be accurate would require quantifying the collective 
response to the virus of the 7.5 billion people that currently occupy planet 
Earth. That’s about 7.5 billion variables too many. But here’s one prediction 
that I believe will hold up: human beings will keep on being human beings. 
And by this, I mean our innate resilience and adaptability will enable us to 
overcome this latest crisis, as we have every other crisis that we have faced 
since we started to walk upright thousands of years ago. It’s not the mighty oak 
that is the strongest tree, but the willow. We will bend and let this crisis pass us 
by and then stand upright once the danger has passed. 

That’s who we are. Each of us. We have it in the marrow of our bones. So keep 
the faith, as betting against the human race is a losing bet every time. It’s why 
our Olympic motto -our global motto- is Citius, Altius, Fortius. Higher, Faster, 
Stronger. Brilliant.

Stay healthy, stay safe.

Martin Weiler
519.546.5088

https://www.amazon.ca/Future-Shock-Alvin-TOFFLER-1970-05-03/dp/B01FEM82DU
https://www.kurzweilai.net/futurism-ray-kurzweil-claims-singularity-will-happen-by-2045

